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Curriculum project
gets underway
The curriculum
development
project
was launched at the 1981 ACJS annual
meeting in Philadelphia
when Howard
Abadinsky was asked to head an effort to
expand on the work of Bob Culbertson
and Adam Carr who had completed
"Syllabus
Design and Construction
in
Criminal Justice Education."
The work of Culbertson
and Carr
was an amalgam of course syllabi received
from the membership
of the American
Society
of Criminology
and ACJS-a
"state-of-the-arts"
in criminology
and
criminal justice.
The present
project
involves 75 educators, operating in panels
of three, formulating 25 model syllabi for
criminal justice education.
The syllabi being developed
are as
diverse as the project membership: from
"J ail Management"
to "Criminal Justice
in Literature";
from standard
courses
such as "Introduction
to Corrections"
and "Criminal
Justice
Research"
to
"Ethics in Criminal Justice" and "The
History of Crime and Criminal Justice
in America."
The work of these panels will be
published and made available at the 1982
ACJS annual meeting in Louisville. At
that time panel members will conduct
round-table sessions on curriculum development in criminal justice education to
which all meeting attendees are invited.

FACULTY EXCHANGE
POSSIBLE WITH DUTCH
ACJS will be working with the Police
Study Center of the Netherlands to bring
about
a faculty
exchange
program
between the two countries. Secretary/
Treasurer
Dorthy
Bracey initiated this
exchange during a visit to the Police
Study Center, which provides training for
Dutch police chiefs and deputy chiefs.
As soon as final arrangements
are
made, ACJS members will be asked to
apply for the opportunity
to spend anywhere from a few weeks to a term at
the Center or the Netherlands
Police
Academy, while a member of the staff
of the Center teaches at the member's
home institution.

ACJSofficer candidates
selected for1982-83
Secretariat
is proposed
A proposal to establish a permanent
Secretariat with a professional executive
secretary was one of the items considered
by the Academy's executive board during
its September 8-9 meeting.
The proposal,
developed
by PastPresident Richter Moore, would enable
ACJS to have a permanent
office and
mailing address that did not change with
the election of a new secretary/treasurer,
relieving the Academy of the need to
depend upon volunteers.
The board approved the proposal in
principle but expressed concern over the
costs involved. Dr. More was empowered
to confer with various institutions to find
out whether they would be interested in
housing a Secretariat
and how much
support they would be willing to provide.
Site selection for the annual meeting
again proved to be a thorny issue, as
board members heard disturbing reports
about the Atlanta
Biltmore, slated to
house the 1985 meeting. Culbertson and
Stephens will inspect the condition of the
hotel and surrounding neighborhood and,
if severe deterioration is found, will try to
contract with the Bond Court Hotel in
Cleveland for 1985.
The board also took notice of the fact
that the regional association
for the
North Atlantic States had elected, at the
1981 annual meeting, to go into "receivership" due to lack of activity on the part
of the members.
Ohio, at its request, was added to the
Midwestern Association,
while members
in the other states in the North Atlantic
Region will be polled by the secretary/
treasurer
to find out if they wish to
re-activate
their association
or to be
re-assigned
to other
associations.
The
election
for the regional trustee
for
Region Two will be postponed until the
wishes of the members
are known.

The slate of candidates for offices in
the Academy
for 1982-83
has been
approved by the executive board.
Recommendations
for candidates were
made by the nominations
and elections
committee.
The slate includes nominees
for trustee from Regions Three and Five.
Other
regions
are not
due to hold
elections this year.
Any regular member of the Academy
may be added to the slate upon the
written
endorsement
of at least
50
regular members.
Petitions
supporting
such a candidacy must be in the hands
of the chair of the nominations
and
elections
committee
by November
20.
The chair is Harry W. More, Jr. His
address is San Jose State
University,
San Jose, CA 95192.
The nominees for second vice-president
are Dorothy Bracey of John Jay College
of Criminal
Justice
and Al Thomas
Winfrey of Louisiana
State University.
For trustee-at-large
the candidates are
Robert
Regoli
of the
University
of
Colorado at Boulder and Sloan Lerman of
Loyola University.
For Region Three trustee the nominees
are Thomas Barker of Jacksonville
State
University
and Chester Quarles of the
University of Mississippi.
The Region Five nominees for trustee
are James Alexander of Texas Women's
University and Rolando Del Carmen of
Sam Houston State University.
The nominees for secretary/treasurer
are Edward Letessa of the University of
Cincinnati
and Larry Johnson
of the
Texas Department of Corrections.
Deadlines

for ACJS

Today

Issue
Deadline
December
November 20
February
January 20
Please send typewritten,
doublespaced
copy
to Vincent
Webb.
Center for Applied Urban Research,
University of Nebraska at Omaha,
Omaha, NE 68182.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
I want to express my appreciation to Vincent Webb and his
staff for their efforts in publishing this issue of ACj5 Today.
Over the past five years we have had a number of exceptional
issues; however, publication for the last two years has been
erratic in spite of the desire and commitment
of a number of
persons. A number of important items need to be related to
the membership on a timely basis, and I am hopeful that we
will be successful in this endeavor.
The 1982 annual meeting will be an exciting event. The
meeting will be held at the Galt House, Louisville, Kentucky.
The Galt House is a four-star Mobile Award hotel and accommodations
will be excellent.
Located at Fourth at River
overlooking the Ohio River, the Galt House provides a scenic
view of the river and its activities. We have negotiated an
excellent room rate, and you will find it and related costs to
be most reasonable. Richard Stevens, University of Louisville,
is handling local arrangements,
and a number of events are
currently being planned. Dr. Stevens will provide a complete
description of local activities in the December issue of ACj5

Today.
The 1982 annual meeting will be somewhat different from
previous meetings. In soliciting papers, we contacted political
scientists, economists, philosophers, social workers, historians,
and a number of other persons from related disciplines who
have an interest in criminal justice. The response from these
individuals has been excellent, and we are planning on a broad
array of papers which will reflect the meeting theme, "Interdisciplinary Contributions
to Criminal Justice."
Dr. Regoli,
chairperson of the program committee has done an excellent
job. Program committee members have worked to put together
a number of exciting panels.
The Academy is at a critical stage. During the past five
years we have relied extensively
on the contributions
of
institutions
to provide considerable
amounts of support in
the areas of funding and personnel. Because we are all facing
increased levels of austeriry,
an office to house Academy
operations
should be developed.
Dr. Richter Moore, Jr.
Appalachian
State University,
Boone, North Carolina has
agreed to serve as chair for the Committee on the Secretariat.
If you have any suggestions or comments that you believe
would be helpful to the Academy, I would encourage you to
share these with Dr. Moore. As you know Dr. Moore served
as secretaryltreasurer
for the Academy for two years in
addition to having served as president. He has an excellent
grasp of the needs of the Academy, and we are hopeful that
issues in this area can be resolved in the early part of 1982.
Over the past two years we have been working with Kent
Joscelyn
to improve our affiliation
relationship
with the
journal of Criminal justice. We are in the process of negotiating a new contract with the journal. As a part of these negotiations we are asking for a greater ACJS input into the selection of the editorial board and the editorial advisory board.
Additionally, we are asking that publication schedules be made
a part of our contractual relationship with the journal. Again,
in this area, I would like to have your comments and concerns.
The journal represents a major financial commitment of your
membership dues, and we should make certain ACJS member
concerns are expressed in the negotiation process. If you have
comments
or concerns
regarding this aspect of Academy

operations,
would you please share these with me in the
immediate future.
The issue of accreditation
and the Academy's efforts in
this area have been a major concern in the past. At its March
meeting the executive board voted to terminate funding for
the Criminal Justice Accreditation
Council. While some have
been discouraged
by this action, I am not. Reviewing the
preliminary report from the J oint Commission on Criminology
and Criminal Justice Education and Standards,
I feel that
obviously
the accreditation
standards
developed
by the
Academy have been widely accepted by a large number of
criminal justice
educators.
A number
of educators
who
attended the symposium sponsored by the Joint Commission
argued for stronger standards.
Those who recall the 1975
annual meeting of the Academy and the hostile reception
given to the concept of accreditation
were pleased to record
the progress we have made over the past six years. In this area,
a number of Academy leaders worked diligently and made
enormous
contributions
in terms of time and energy. A
certain amount of risk was always involved, but in retrospect
those persons can look back with pride on the contributions
While a large number of persons contributed
to this effort,
Larry Bassi and George Felkenes provided the kind of leadership that resulted in significant contributions
to the field.
The future is uncertain at this point. I have met with Harry
Allen, president of the American Society of Criminology, and
I am hopeful that we can develop a joint effort in the further
development and implementation
of standards.
I want to thank each of you for your past support for
Academy
efforts. Your contribution
through participation
in the annual meeting has made it extremely successful over
the past four years. I look forward to seeing you in Louisville.
Robert G. Culbertson

FROM THE EDITOR
This issue marks the rebirth of ACjS Today.
Perhaps revival is a better
term since the
Academy's newsletter was never dead.
The future issues that are scheduled for the
remainder of this academy year will be expanded.
Some feature articles are being developed and
efforts are being made to make sure that A CjS
Today serves the purpose of informing
the
membership. ACjS Today is the membership's
newsletter, not the editors. It provides a means
by which members can communicate. It will be as
newsworthy
and successful as the membership
makes it.
Contributions
of news items such as
announcements,
letters,
and short
position
papers are appreciated. Suggestions for changes
that will increase the value of AC]S are also
welcomed.
Vincent J. Webb
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Accreditation efforts Draft ready
help develop quality for comment
By Larry R. Bassi
By now most members of ACJS know
that the Academy is no longer pursuing
recognition
from the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation
(COPA)
to
become a specialized accrediting body.
The Academy
continues
to support
quality controls, however, and is investigating alternative methods towards this
end. What, then, has the Academy's
efforts meant over the past six years?
The most important
contribution
of
the ACJS accreditation
movement
has
been the initiation
of a widely based
"quality
consciousness"
among
the
criminal justice
professoriate.
As one
travels around the country or reads the
emerging literature of the field, questions
regarding various quality issues emerge at
the topics of conversation and research.
If having a "quality consciousness"
and
a willingness to discuss these issues are
at the foundation
of improvement
in
our field, then the ACJS accreditation

ACJS HISTORY
IS INVESTIGATED
Research has begun on the history of
the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
Papers at the University of California at
Berkeley have been studied, and the files,
papers, memos, and reports of the presidents of the Academy are being collected.
Beginning in November
interviews
of
"pioneers"
in the Academy will be conducted. The tapes and transcriptions will
be made available to scholars in the
future.
This is a call for all members of the
Academy to send any materials of historical interest to Professor Frank Morn,
Department
of Criminal Justice, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle, Chicago,
IL 60680.

CJ HONOR GROUP
LOOKING FOR ALUMNI
Alpha Phi Sigma, National Criminal
Justice Honor Society is searching for
alumni. In 1982, APS will celebrate its
40th anniversary in Louisville, KY. This
convention
will be held in conjunction
with the Academy for Criminal '.Justice
Sciences convention.
Persons wish ing to
be included
on the mailing list are
requested
to write: Alumni, Alpha Phi
Sigma, Str.ur on 101, FKU Richmond,
KY 40475.

movement can be regarded as one of the
major change agents in this process.
The Academy appears to have been
successful in establishing some minimal
criteria that the field accepts with much
less criticism than was evident during the
mid-1970's. For example, one only needs
to look at faculty vacancy announcements to see the effect that the ACJS
faculty standards have had in the field.
In fact, after attending
the National
Symposium of the Joint Commission on
Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards, this author perceives
that a very significant proportion of the
faculty in this field want to make the
initial criteria even stronger. By publishing
minimal criteria the Academy established
yet another
necessary
foundation
for
improvement in the field.
The Academy's
accreditation
efforts
have contributed
to the development
of
better quality in the field in many other
ways not reviewed here and also has
been the leader in spite of many political
objections.
Regardless of what will be
done in the future with regard to accreditation or other "mechanisms,"
one is
secure in the recognition that the issues
of quality education are not dead in the
Academy!

MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES
PLANS APRIL MEETING
The 44th annual conference
of the
Middle
Atlantic
States
Correctional
Association
will be held April 18-21,
1982 at the Stevensville Country Club
in Swan Lake (Sullivan County),
New
York.

A limited number of the prepublication drafts of "Quest for Quality,"
the
report
of the Joint
Commission
on
Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards,
are now available
to members of the profession.
The draft has been prepared to solicit
comments
and responses,
and persons
who purchase the volume, now in notebook format, are asked to review the
manuscript and provide the Commission
with information
to be used in a final
rewrite prior to publication.
The cost is $27.50 including postage
and handling. It may be ordered from
Richard
H. Ward,
Project
Director,
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle,
Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680.
The report was prepared under a grant
from the Office of Criminal Justice and
Training of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration
of the U. S. Department of Justice.

ADVERTISING AVAILABLE
IN
ANNUAL MEETING PROGRAM
This year the Academy will provide an
opportunity
for criminal justice programs
to place advertisements
in the 1982
annual meeting program.
If you are interested
in placing an
advertisement in the 1982 annual meeting
program, contact Robert G. Culbertson,
President ACJS, Illinois State University,
Normal, IL 61761.
The Academy is also looking for book
publishers and film producers. Please send
addresses
of potential
exhibitors
to
Robert Culbertson.

ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES
1982 Annual Meeting, Louisville, Kentucky, March 23-27
Theme:

Interdisciplinary

Contributions

to Criminal Justice

If you have not submitted an abstract, please do so no later than November 9.
Send your abstract (150-200 words) to:
Robert Regoli, 1982 ACJS Program Chair
Sociology Department
University of Colorado-Boulder
Boulder, CO 80309
The abstract must be typed. Make certain your name and address appear
on the abstract.
The Annual Meeting will be held at the Galt House, a Four-Star Mobile
Award hotel. Room rates start at $40.00 for a single room. A wine and cheese
reception and a river dinner cru ise have been planned.
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Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
Minutes of the Annual Meeting - March 13, 1981

1. The minutes

of the 1980 Annual Meeting were approved.

2. The secretaryltreasurer
reported that the Academy would
benefit from the very successful meeting. Approximately
750 people were in attendance.
3. Second
Vice-President
Gilbert
Bruns reported
on his
examination
of the status of the accreditation
effort;
this examination was carried out at the request of the ACJS
executive board. Bruns reported that under the pilot program seven programs had gone through the entire process,
wth five of those receiving accreditation.
At present, 18
schools are in some stage of the process; four have completed the self-study and may desire some form of site
visit.
At present, it seems that the accreditation
effort could
not become self-funding and would be impossible without a
source of substantial outside funding. No single institution
could be asked to provide the level of su pport needed, even
if a volunteer executive director could be found.
Bruns noted that, at the beginning of the accreditation
effort, it was impossible to predict the lack of support from
the Council on Post-Secondary Accreditation or the controversies surrounding the council itself. Nor is it possible to
assess the impact of the lack of support from the American
Society of Criminology.
Bruns reported that the ACJS executive board has voted
to provide no further financial support to accreditation
with the exception of the money necessary to refund the
initial fees of those institutions
which have paid them; it
will also nominate consultants to those institutions which
have finished the self-study and would like a site visit. No
other action will be taken until the final report of the Joint

Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice is issued.
Bruns called attention
to the positive effects of the
development
and dissemination
of the accreditation
and
self-study guidelines and he noted that this was an opportunity to recognize the burden we have placed on ourselves
in the effort to improve criminal justice programs.
4. A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously
to commend George Felkenes for his efforts to improve
criminal justice education
through the Criminal Justice
Accreditation Council.
5. L. Bassi, chair of the nominations and elections committee,
reported difficulties due to variations in the nomination
and petition processes used by the regional associations in
electing regional trustees. He offered the following amendment to section seven of the regionalization policy.
I move that the regionalization
policies be amended
to provide AC]S with the authority
to conduct
the nominations,
petition, and election process for
regional trustees.
ACJS President Robert Culbertson
pointed out that this
would mean rewriting that 'section. Motion passed.
6. A motion was made to recognize the distinguished service
contributions
of Dr. Felix Fabian and, recognizing that the
Academy does not now offer an appropriate
award for
such contributions,
to present Felix Fabian with a special
distinguished
service award. (McCauley, Hooker) Motion
passed.
7. It was moved that, in view of the contributions
made by
program committee chairs, chairs of this committee from
1978 on be awarded life membership
in the academy.
(Bassi, Linganmeni) Motion failed.
8. A motion

to

adjourn

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
& ANTHROPOLOGY
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
AMES, IA 50011

Qualifications:
M.S.W. and a doctorate
from a department
of sociology or rural
sociology,
a school of social work or
social
welfare
with
a
sociological
emphasis.
Teaching
and/or
research
experience is preferred.

Position
Title: Assistant
Social Work and Sociology

Salary:
$19,000.

Professor

of

Nature of Position: Tenure-track, 9-month
appointment
available
Fall Semester,
1982. Involves teaching and research.
Description:
This appointment
is for
3/4 teaching and 1/4 research in a Ph.D.
granting department
of sociology. The
department
has an accredited
baccalaureate program in social work. Primary
teaching
responsibilities
will be undergraduate social work courses and undergraduate and graduate
courses in' sociology. Departmental
needs in sociology
include, but are not limited to, introduction to sociology, criminology,
and
deviance. Social work teaching areas are
flexible according to departmental
needs
and candidate's interests.

Minimum

starting

salary

IS

Contact: Letter of application explaining
interests
and qualifications;
vita; three
letters of reference,
including at least
one from a candidate's
doctoral committee member; listing of all graduate
courses taken; and other materials which
may be helpful to the Recruitment Committee
in considering
your candidacy
should be sent to: Dr. Charles Mulford,
Chair, Faculty Recruitment
Committee,
Department
of Sociology and Anthropology, 107 East Hall, Ames, Iowa 50011.
Application
Deadline: January
or until position is filled

31, 1982

Iowa State University is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer.

was made,

seconded,

and passed.

